
BOOK ING  CATALOG

HOUSE OF PALM

Short Term Apartments Tel Aviv

One of  a

Kind

Art Nouveau Residence

Welcome home to the House of Palm, one of the first
building ever built in Tel Aviv, back in the 1900’s. Located in
one of the most touristic place of the city, the House of Palm
owes its name to its unique and wonderful architectural style
revealing a majestic palm tree. Immerse yourself in the
History by discovering our luxurious apartments fully
furnished with style, keeping with the uniqueness of the
place. Very close to the business center of the city -the
Rothschild neighborhood- where many High Tech companies
and innovative Startups have their offices, it is also in the
area of the most popular restaurants and bars, and 10
minutes feet from the beach.

SHORT TERM -  1

MIDDLE TERM- 2

B O O K  Y O U R  T R I P



Historic line

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH

BALCONY

This apartment belongs to the historic line of the building. Fully furnished,
and luxuriously designed, the flat has a new full kitchen with Nespresso
coffee machine and all kitchen utensils. Its relaxing living room comes with
cable TV, Wi-Fi, and of course a sofa bed.

Finally, the best part of the apartment is its master bedroom. Very spacious
with two very nice balconies overlooking the Nahalat Binyamin pedestrian
passage, the room is pleasantly bathed in light. It has a large separable bed
and a large storage capacity.

Your

perfect

home

awaits!



Historic line

TWO BEDROOMS APARTMENT WITH

BALCONY

As an apartment belonging to the Unesco World Heritage, it has been
luxuriously furnished and its kitchen is fully equipped as well as its very
comfortable living room which comes with cable TV, Wi-Fi, and of course a
sofa bed.

Guests will appreciate the height on ceiling and the brightness of the flat,
coming from its large and beautiful antic windows.

The apartment has two bedrooms, including one with a very charming
balcony, offering a wonderful view on the Nahalat Binyamin pedestrian
passage. Each room can accommodate two guests

Discover

our

Residence



Historic Line

ONE BEDROOM BALCONY -  SECOND

FLOOR

Fully furnished and designed with style, it has an equipped kitchen, and a
luxury living room coming with a sofa bed, TV, Wifi and Netflix.

The bedroom is the main part of the apartment. Very spacious and bathed
in light, it has two charming balconies allowing visitors to enjoy a beautiful
view on the Nahalat Binyamin
street.

There is a large separable bed and a good storage capacity.

Discover

our

Residence



Historic Line

TWO BEDROOMS WITH BALCONIES -

SECOND FLOOR

Belonging to our historic line, this is a very unique apartment. With its
wonderful furnitures keeping with the historic style of the edifice, it will
offer visitors the opportunity to discover a rare luxurious place in Israel. 

Of course its kitchen is fully equipped and the living room
comes with a sofa bed, cable TV, Wifi and Netflix.

The flat has one master bedroom with a large separable bed and two very
nice balconies. There is also an other bedroom with a balcony.

Discover

our

Residence



Historic Line

THE LOFT

The loft is the masterpiece of our historic line. With the living room bathed
in light thanks to its four wonderful windows, everything here has been
luxuriously designed according to the uniqueness of the place.

Of course it comes with a brand new full equipped kitchen, a sofa bed, cable
TV and WiFi

There is a large bed and a full storage capacity.

Discover

our

Residence



Modern Line

SUPERIOR APARTMENT

This apartment wonderfully blends modernity with the classic spirit of the 
hotel.

Indeed, its bedroom is fully designed according to the history of the place, 
with its majestic candlestick and its large windows, it will offer brightness 
and peacefulness to guests. The room has a
large separable bed.

On the other hand, the living room mixes luxury furnitures with modern lines, 
it also has a fully equipped kitchen and a cable TV, and a sofa bed.

Discover

our

Residence



Modern Line

DELUXE APARTMENT

A very charming apartment with a nice view on green trees. The flat is
located on the very quiet side of the street, offering guests relaxation and
peacefulness. Of course its kitchen is fully equipped and the comfortable
living room comes with cable TV, WiFi and Netflix.

There is a sofa bed and a large storage capacity. There is also a quiet
working space.

Finally the bedroom is the masterpiece of the apartment, coming with a
nice dressing room that will give guests all the comfort they need.

Discover

our

Residence



ONE BEDROOM BALCONY -  SECOND

FLOOR

Historic Line

Fully furnished and designed with style, it has an equipped kitchen, and a 
luxury living room coming with a sofa bed, TV, Wifi and Netflix.

The bedroom is the main part of the apartment. Very spacious and bathed 
in light, it has two charming balconies allowing visitors to enjoy a beautiful view 
on the Nahalat Binyamin street.

There is a large separable bed and a good storage capacity.

Discover

our

Residence



Modern Line

DUPLEX APARTMENT

 
This mezzanine flat is very luminous and will offer relaxation and calm to
guests. Its kitchen is of course fully equipped and the luxuriously designed
living room has a nice sofa bed, cable TV and WiFi.
 
The bedroom, on the mezzanine, has a large separable bed and a nice closet
that will provide guests all the storage they need.
 
Visitors will also enjoy the sunset view thanks to the west exposition of the
apartment.

Discover

our

Residence



Modern Line

SUPERIOR DUPLEX APARTMENT

 
With its large living room, its fully equipped kitchen and its high level of
style, this flat will let guests with a unique experience in Tel Aviv.
 
One of the brightest apartment of the edifice thanks to its big windows
showing  the sunny sky of Tel Aviv. The living room has a sofa bed, cable tv
and WiFi
 
From their bedroom, guest will enjoy the Tel Aviv view and the sunset on
the sea.

Discover

our

Residence



Modern Line

STANDARD DUPLEX

 
A very stylish apartment with high quality furnitures and a fully equipped
kitchen, guests will enjoy a lot the calm and luxury of the place. 
 
The living room has a sofa bed cable tv and wifi
 
The bedroom is a suite with its bathroom and a large closet

Discover

our

Residence



Executive Line

PENTHOUSE APARTMENT WITH

TERRACE

 
A unique piece of our executive line, the penthouse has a 29 m² balcony
with a stunning view on the very famous Nahalat Binyamin pedestrian
passage. 
 
Guests will particularly enjoy its stylish garden lounge.
 
The kitchen is fully equipped and the living room comes with a sofa bed,
WiFi, and Netflix. There is a large storage capacity.
 
Finally the room has a large separable bed and offers a nice view on Tel
Aviv.

Discover

our

Residence



Executive Line

DUPLEX APARTMENT SEA VIEW

A very bright flat with a huge height on ceiling. The apartment is very
spacious and its windows offer a unique view on Tel Aviv and its blue sky.
 
The living room will give relaxation and peacefulness, while the bedroom
on the mezzanine, will let guests enjoying a wonderful sea view.
 
Of course the kitchen is fully equipped and the flat has a large storage
capacity. The living room comes with a sofa bed, Netflix and Wifi.

Discover

our

Residence



Executive Line

SUPERIOR DUPLEX APARTMENT SEA

VIEW

This flat is the most spacious of our executive line, the living room is full of
light and its wonderful candlesticks will immerse guests in a unique
atmosphere of luxury and serenity. 
 
Everything here has been designed with style to offer the best combination
of comfort and space. From the bedroom, on the mezzanine, visitors will
enjoy the stunning sea view.
 
The flat has a fully equipped kitchen, a large storage capacity and a sofa
bed. Of course it has also Netflix and Wifi.

Discover

our

Residence



Executive Line

SUPERIOR PENTHOUSE TWO BEDROOMS

The penthouse has a 29 m² balcony with a stunning view on the Rothschild
neighbourhood and is towers, but also on the famous Nahalat Binyamin
pedestrian street, which is one of the most popular place in Tel Aviv. 
 
The garden lounge, with its unique blue colour reflecting the sky of Tel
Aviv, will let visitors with a unique relaxing experience.
 
From the living room, guests will enjoy the wonderful view on the balcony
and the stylish design of the apartment. Of course the living room has a a
sofa bed, TV, Netflix and Wifi. The kitchen is fully equipped.
 
Finally the flat has two bedrooms with large separable beds and a large
storage capacity.

Discover

our

Residence


